
          Top picks from current journals and magazines    

   MCHS LIBRARY MEDIA CENTER . PERIODICAL SECTION 

<<<Check out World Mission, v. 27:281, pp. 16-19. Jan  ’15.  

>>>Check out  Time, 185:2, pp. 34-38. Jan 26 ‘15.  

<<<Check out Philippines Graphic, v. 25:31&33, pp. 21-24. Jan 05 ’15 . 

>>>Check out  The Economist, v. 414:8920, pp. 43-44. Jan  10-16 ‘15. 

Five Days of Mercy 

“In his apostolic voyage to the Philippines, the third country he is visiting in Asia, from Jan-

uary 15 to 19, Pope Francis is not only hand carrying the message of mercy and the joy of 

the Gospel to the Filipino people, but also putting these teachings into action.  Aside from 

meeting with civil and religious leaders, families, and the youth, the Holy Father is having 

an encounter with the poor, the survivors of calamities, and the victims of injustice– the 

very people he has been exhorting the Church to reach out to the most.”...Read more.  

A CHANGE OF HEART 

Inside the Evangelical War Over Gay Marriage 

“The article discusses the stance of U.S. evangelical churches on homosexuality, profil-
ing Eastlake Community Church in Seattle, Oregon which has become the first evan-
gelical congregation to openly accept LGBT members. Topics include public opinion in 
the U.S. on homosexuality and gay marriage, offering statistics for the general popula-
tion, evangelicals, and different age groups; and the role of young evangelical activists 
such as Justin Lee, Matthew Vines, and Ryan Meeks. ”...Read more.  

2015 : A Brave New World  

for Traditional and Digital Media 

“The year 2015 will be a year of exciting expansion for the media industry in the 

Philippines.  Local media experts expressed optimism as they explained their 

forecast for the different sectors of the media industry ”... Read more.  

Terror in Paris  

A Blow Against Freedom 

“France and other European countries have long been braced for a comman-

do-style terror attack, but it was no less shocking when it came”...Read more.   
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Schools Explore Benefits of Peer Counseling 

<<<Check out  Educational Leadership, v.72:4, pp. 28-33. Dec-Jan ’15.  

>>>Check out Scientific American, v. 312:2, pp. 23-24. Feb ’15 . 

<<<Check out Education Digest, v. 80:2, pp. 11-14, Oct ’14 .  

>>>Check out Tech & Learning, v. 35:4, pp. 46-48. Nov ’14 . 

Abstract : The article discusses the stimulation of student interest in science,     

technology, engineering and mathematics concepts through maker activities for        

tinkering with physical objects. The Tinkering Studio in the Exploratorium museum 

in San Francisco is cited for the introductory engagement of productive science in 

child development. Scientist Edith Ackermann notes how fun and play with simple 

contraptions like win tubes can amount to serious learning experiences...Read 

more.  

Marijuana’s Medical Future 

 Abstract : The article reports on the benefits of peer counseling among students in 
high schools, adapted from the April 23, 2014 issue of "Education Week." Introductory 
details are given outlining the goals and practices of the Peer Group Connection pro-
gram created by the Center for Supportive Schools. Accounts are given noting how 
peer counseling has shown positive correlations to graduation rates and the benefits of 
psychological openness between students and teachers...Read more.   

HERE COMES THE ROBOTS 

Abstract : The article reports on engaging girls and young women in science,       

technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) through robotics projects. It     

focuses on redesigning STEM courses in order to increase their interest in the    

subjects. It also mentions about renovation of classrooms to encourage                

prototyping, collaboration, and innovative thinking in girls...Read more.  

“As more states legalize treatment scientist are learning how the 

plant’s chemicals may help conditions ranging from brain injuries 

to cancer”... Read more.  

THINKERING is a Serious PLAY 


